NEW AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS
Summer 2009

CISNEROS DVDS 3.
TRANSAMERICA [VIDEORECORDING] / BELLADONNA PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS ; WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY DUNCAN TUCKER ; PRODUCED BY LINDA MORAN, RENÉE BASTIAN, SEBASTIAN DUNGAN.
Originally produced as a motion picture in 2005.
"Enhanced for 16x9 television[s]"--Container.
Special features: optional audio commentary by director Duncan Tucker; conversation with Tucker & actress Felicity Huffman; conversation with Tucker & actor Kevin Zegers; Dolly Parton music video ("Travelin' through") & making-of featurette; bloopers; theatrical trailer.
Director of photography, Stephen Kazmierski ; editor, Pam Wise ; music, David Mansfield ; costume designer, Danny Glicker ; production designer, Mark White. DVD, region 1; Dolby digital 5.1.
In English, with optional Spanish subtitles.
Closed-captioned.
Felicity Huffman, Kevin Zegers, Fionnula Flanagan, Burt Young, Carrie Preston, Venida Evans, Jon Budinoff, Raynor Scheine, Elizabeth Peña, Graham Greene.
MPAA rating: R ; for sexual content, nudity, language, and drug use.
A pre-operative transsexual learns that she fathered a child years earlier.

DVD 2007-51.
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF FRIDA KAHLO [VIDEORECORDING] / A PRODUCTION OF DAYLIGHT FILMS AND WETA, WASHINGTON D.C. IN ASSOCIATION WITH LATINO PUBLIC BROADCASTING ; A FILM BY AMY STECHLER.
Special features: interviews with Kahlo's students.
Editor, Amy Stechler.
DVD, region 1, full screen presentation; Dolby Digital.
Closed-captioned.
Narrator, Rita Moreno, voice of Frida, Lila Downs.
Not rated.
Frida Kahlo was more than a great painter: her life and art reflected the maelstrom of the revolution and culture that defined the first half of the twentieth century. This film combines Kahlo's artwork with photos, archival
films and interviews.

DVD 2009-36.
HARRY POTTER AND THE ORDER OF THE PHOENIX [VIDEORECORDING] / WARNER BROS. PICTURES ; DIRECTED BY DAVID YATES ; SCREENPLAY BY MICHAEL GOLDENBERG ; PRODUCED BY DAVID HEYMAN, DAVID BARRON ; A WARNER BROS. PICTURES PRESENTATION ; A HEYDAY FILMS PRODUCTION.
Based on the novel by J.K. Rowling.
Director of photography, Slawomir Idziak ; edited by Mark Day ; score composed by Nicholas Hooper ; costume designer, Jany Temime ; production designer, Stuart Craig ; special effects supervisor, John Richardson ; visual effects supervisors, Tim Burke, Craig Lyn, Chris Shaw.
DVD, region 1, widescreen (2.40:1) presentation; Dolby Digital 5.1 surround.
English, dubbed French or dubbed Spanish dialogue, optional English, English SDH, Spanish or French subtitles.
Daniel Radcliffe, Emma Watson, Rupert Grint, Maggie Smith, Emma Thompson, Ralph Fiennes, Alan Rickman, Gary Oldman, Helena Bonham Carter, Imelda Staunton, Robbie Coltrane, Michael Gambon, Brandon Gleeson, Richard Griffiths, Jason Isaacs, Fiona Shaw, David Thewlis.
Lord Voldemort has returned, but the ministry of Magic is doing everything it can to keep the wizarding world from knowing the truth. They appoint Ministry official Dolores Umbridge as the new Defense Against the Dark Arts professor at Hogwarts. When Umbridge refuses to teach practical defensive magic, Ron and Hermione convince Harry to secretly train a select group of students for the wizarding war that lies ahead. A terrifying showdown between good and evil awaits.
MPAA rating: PG-13; for sequences of fantasy violence and frightening images.

DVD 2009-37.
PAY IT FORWARD [VIDEORECORDING] / WARNER BROS. PICTURES IN ASSOCIATION WITH BEL-AIR ENTERTAINMENT ; A TAPESTRY FILMS PRODUCTION ; A MIMI LEDER FILM.
PG-13.
Title from disc.
Based on the novel by Catherine Ryan Hyde.
Special features include: behind-the-scenes documentary. HBO first look: the
making of Pay it forward; feature length audio commentary by Mimi Leder; interactive menus; cast/director film highlights; theatrical trailer; scene access.
Dolby surround 5.1; Dolby digital.
"18877."
Music by Thomas Newman; screenplay by Leslie Dixon; directed by Mimi Leder; edited by David Rosenbloom.
DVD.
Closed-captioned.
In English and French; subtitles in English and French; (dubbed in Quebec).
Kevin Spacey, Helen Hunt, Haley Joel Osment, Jay Mohr, James Caviezel, Jon Bon Jovi, Angie Dickinson.
DVD player required.
When a young man starts "paying it forward" for a social studies project, unusual things happen in this bittersweet and uplifting tale.

DVD 2009-38.
DISTORTED MORALITY [VIDEORECORDING]: A WAR ON TERRORISM? / A SILENT FILMS PRODUCTION IN ASSOCIATION WITH PLUG MUSIC (HK) LIMITED; EDITED BY PLUG MUSIC (HK) LIMITED.
Distorted morality -- Chapter list -- Extras: Question & answer session, biography, bibliography, curriculum vitae.
Filmed by Martin Voelker, Elizabeth Canner; Original music by The Weakerthans and Christopher Anderson.
DVD; Region free; NTSC; Dolby digital.
English; subtitles in English, Chinese (CN) and Chinese (HK).
Speaker: Noam Chomsky.
A talk given by Noam Chomsky at Harvard University, John F. Kennedy School of Government, Wednesday, February 6, 2002. He discusses the United States definition of terrorism and foreign policy in regard to nations and groups considered to be guilty of terrorism (55 min.). There is also a question and answer session (60 min.). Noam Chomsky's bibliography, biography and curriculum vitae are included.

HIGH CRIMES [VIDEORECORDING] / TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX AND REGENCY ENTERPRISES
PRESENT A NEW REGENCY/MANIFEST FILM COMPANY/MONARCH PICTURES PRODUCTION; A CARL FRANKLIN FILM.
Bonus features: Full-length audio commentary by director Carl Franklin; 6 never-before-seen featurettes, including "Liar Liar" (How to beat a polygraph) and "A different kind of justice" (Military vs. Civilian low); original theatrical trailer; anamorphic widescreen (aspect ratio 2.35:1).
Produced by Arnon Milchan, Janet Yang, Jesse B'Franklin; directed by Carl Franklin; music by Graene Revell; screenplay by Yuri Zeltser and Gary Bickley.
DVD; Dolby, digital.
Ashley Judd, Morgan Freeman.
Closed-captioned for the hearing impaired.
Rated PG-13 for violence, sexual content and language.
Languages: English, French, Spanish; subtitles: English, Spanish.

DVD 2009-40.
KISS THE GIRLS [VIDEORECORDERD] / PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH RYSHER ENTERTAINMENT; SCREENPLAY BY DAVID KLASS; PRODUCED BY DAVID BROWN AND JOE WIZAN; DIRECTED BY GARY FLEDER.
Based on the novel by James Patterson.
DVD.
Rated R.
Morgan Freeman, Ashley Judd, Cary Elwes, Tony Goldwyn, Jay O. Sanders.
Includes French dubbed version and subtitles in English and Spanish.
Washington DC detective Dr. Alex Cross (Morgan Freeman) travels to North Carolina to investigate the apparent kidnapping of his niece (Gina Ravera).
Aided by escaped kidnappee Kate McTiernan (Ashley Judd), Cross hunts down the kidnapper, who operates under the pseudonym "Cassanova".

DVD 2009-41.
ALONG CAME A SPIDER [VIDEORECORDERD] / PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS A DAVID BROWN /PHASE I PRODUCTION IN ASSOCIATION WITH REVELATIONS ENTERTAINMENT; PRODUCERS, DAVID BROWN, JOE WIZAN; SCREENPLAY WRITER, MARC MOSS; DIRECTOR, LEE TAMAHORI.
Based on the novel "Along came a spider" by James Patterson.
Director of photography, Matthew F. Leonetti; editor, Neil Travis; music, Jerry Goldsmith; costume designer, Sanja Milkovic Hays; production designer, Ida Random.

DVD, Dolby digital, region 1, NTSC.

In English and French; closed-captioned.

Morgan Freeman, Monica Potter, Michael Wincott, Penelope Ann Miller, Dylan Baker, Michael Moriarty, Mika Boorem, Tracy O. Sanders, Billy Burke.

MPAA rating: R, for violence and language.

Dr. Alex Cross is back to work the case of a girl who was kidnapped from her Washington, D.C. school, a place where senators and diplomats send their children. Its up to Alex to profile the kidnapper and find the girl.

DVD 2009-42.

THE FIRE NEXT TIME [VIDEORECORDING] / AN RHI ENTERTAINMENT INC. PRODUCTION; DIRECTED BY TOM MCLoughLIN; WRITTEN BY JAMES HENerson; EXECUTIVE PRODUCER, ROBERT HALMI JR.; PRODUCED BY EDWIN SELF.

Originally released as a television movie in 1993.

Cat. no. "28629."

DVD; Dolby Digital.

Craig T. Nelson, Bonnie Bedelia, Richard Farnsworth, Jurgen Prochnow.

Not Rated.

The year is 2017 - the unrelenting heat waves and coastal flooding brought on by the greenhouse effect are ravaging the earth. While scientists and politicians argue and lay blame, ordinary citizens pay the price for a world sickened by pollution and economic disaster.

DVD 2009-43.

DOUBLE JEOPARDY [VIDEORECORDING] / PARAMOUNT PICTURES.

Originally released as a motion picture in 1999.

Title from disc label.

Special features include: English subtitles (for the deaf and hard of hearing); interactive menus, scene selection, theatrical trailer, behind-the-scenes-featurette.

Director, Bruce Beresford.

Tommy Lee Jones, Ashley Judd.

In English; also dubbed in French.

Closed captioned.

Rated R.
A woman framed for her husband's murder suspects he is still alive; as she has already been tried for the crime, she can't be re-prosecuted if she finds and kills him.

DVD 2009-44.
TWISTED [VIDEORECORDING] / PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS IN ASSOCIATION WITH INTERTAINMENT A KOPELSON ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION, A PHILIP KAUFMAN FILM; PRODUCED BY ARNOLD KOPELSON AND ANNE KOPELSON, BARRY BAERES, LINNIE RADMIN; WRITTEN BY SARAH THORP; DIRECTED BY PHILIP KAUFMAN. Originally released as a motion picture in 2003. Special features: commentary by director Philip Kaufman; "Creating a twisted web of intrigue" featurette; "The investigators: the clues of crime" featurette; cutting room floor with commentary: 10 extended/deleted scenes; theatrical trailer.
Director of photography, Peter Deming; editor, Peter Boyle; music, Mark Isham; costume designer, Ellen Mirojnick; production designer, Dennis Washington.
DVD, Region 1, widescreen presentation; Dolby Digital, DTS. Closed-captioned.
MPAA rating: R; for violence, language and sexuality.
Detective Jessica Sheppard is on the prowl for a serial killer whose victims have one thing in common - her. Suffering from a series of bizarre blackouts, Sheppard must uncover the killer before her partner pins her as the prime suspect.

DVD 2009-45.
THE CELL [VIDEORECORDING] / NEW LINE CINEMA PRESENTS A CARO-MCLEOD/RADICAL MEDIA PRODUCTION; PRODUCED BY JULIO CARO, ERIC MCLEOD; WRITTEN BY MARK PROTOSEVICH; DIRECTED BY TARSEMSINGH.
Widescreen format (aspect ratio 2.40:1).
Originally released as a motion picture.
Special features include: Feature-length commentary with director and production team; deleted scenes with director commentary; Style as substance, original documentary on Tarsem Singh; visual effects vignettes; interactive brain map and empathy test; theatrical trailers; cast & crew filmographies; DVD-ROM features.

Music by Howard Shore; edited by Paul Rubell, Robert Duffy; director of photography, Paul Laufer.

DVD.

Closed-captioned for the hearing impaired.


Using an experimental technique, a therapist enters the mind of a serial killer to save a child's life. Her experience becomes a nightmare when she cannot find her way out.

MPAA rating: R.

DVD 2009-46.

THE BEAUTY ACADEMY OF KABUL [VIDEORECORDING] / DIRECTOR AND EDITOR, LIZ MERMIN;

PRODUCERS, NIGEL NOBLE AND LIZ MERMIN ; PRODUCED IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE BBC AND

DISCOVERY COMMUNICATIONS, INC. [AND] WELSPRING MEDIA ; A NOBLE ENTERPRISE PRODUCTION.

Originally produced as a documentary film in 2004.

Special features (69 min.): post-screening Q&A with Mermin (13 min.); 18 deleted scenes (56 min.); filmmaker bio (Mermin); resource guide, with weblinks.

Director of photography, Lynda Hall; sound, Anna Rieke.

DVD, NTSC; Dolby digital stereo.

In English, Persian with English subtitles.

A group of Western hairstylists open a beauty academy for Afghani women in post-Taliban Kabul.